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Albert Einstein,

the father of general
relativiry theory

ffi -Alhent Einstein pneclicted the

|E existence of gravitational waves
frr in t9I6 as part of the theony of

general relativity. lEinstein
described space ancl time as

aftifTenent aspecr[s of reaility, in
whicfir matter and energy are
ultirnately the sarne thing.
Space-tim€ can be thought of as

a "fallric" c{efined hy the mea-

suring of distaraces by nulers
and the rneasuring of time hy
clocks. The presence of large
amounts of mass or energy
clistort space-tirne-in essence

causing the fabric to become
curve<{, or "wanp€d"-and we
observe this as gravity. Freely
falling objects-whether a soc-
cer ball, a satellite, or a bearn
of starlight-simply follow the
most clirect path in this curvetl
space-time.

When large masses move
sudtlenly, some nf this space-
time curvature ripples outward,
spreading mu.ch the way ripples
clo on the surface of a pond
after a stone has been thrown
into the water. Imagine two
nelrtron stars orbiting each
other. A neutron star is the
bunned-out core that can be left
hehind after a star explodes. [t
is an increclibly dense object
that can carry ahout as much
mass as a star like our sun, in a

ball only a few miles wide.
When two such dense objects
orbit each othero space-time is

TwO neutron starS in orbit around
each other

stinred by their motion, and
gnavitational energy ripples
outward into the universe.

tn 1974, .fioseph Taylon
and Russell Hulse f,ound such a

pair of neutron stars in our own
galaxy. One of the neutron stars
is a pulsaro meaning that it
heams regular pulses of radio
waves toward Earth. Taylor
ancl his colleagues wene able to
use these radio pulses, lihe the
ticlcs of a v€ry precise clock, to
study the orbiting n€utron
stars. Over two decades, they
watched for and found the tell-
tale shift in timing of these puls-
es, which indicatecl the loss of
energy frorn the stars-energy
that had heen carried away as

gravitational waves. The result
was just what Einstein's theory
precilicted it would be!
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General relativity demands that rwo neutron
stars, orbiting each other, produce gravita-
tional waves.The waves carry away the stars'
orbital energy, and in response the stars spi-
ral toward each other a bit^This prediction
(solid line) is brilliantiy confirmed by obser-
vations of the stars' motions over the years
(data points) made by Joseph Taylor of
Princeron University and his coileagues.



HOW LIGO WORKS

LIGO will detect the ripples in
space-tirne by using a device
called a laser interferometer, in
which the time it takes light to
travel between suspended mir-
rors is measurecl with high pre-
cision using controlled laser
light. Two mirrors hang very
far apart, forming an "arm" of,

the interferometer, and two
more mirrors make a second
arm perpenclicular to the first
arm. 'When 

viewed from above,
the two arms form an L shape.
Laser light enters the arms
through a beam splitter located
at the corner of the L, clivicling
the light between the arms. The
light is allowed to bounce bach
and forth between the mirrors
many times before it returns to
the beam splitter. If the two
arlns have iclentical lengths"
then interference tretween the
light heams returning to the
heam splitter will clirect all of
the light back towarcl the laser.
But if there is any clifference
between the lengths of the two
arms, some light will travel to
where it can be recorded by a
photodetector.

The space-time ripples
cause the distance measured by
a light beam to change as the
gravitational wave passes by,
causing the amount of light
falling on the photodetector to
vary. The photocletector then
produces a signal telling how
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Rendering of how LIGO will look when completed

the light falling on it changes
over time. The laser interferom-
eter is lihe a microphone that
converts gravitational waves
into electrical signals. Two
interferometers of this kind will
be huilt for LtrGo-one near
Richland, Washington, and the
other near Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. LIGO must have two
widely separated detectors,
operated in unison, in order to
rule out false signals ancl con-
firrn that a gravitational wave
has passecl through Earth.
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PUsHIT.{G THE LIMITS
OF TECHISOLOGY

LIGO rnust measure the move-
ments of its mirrors (which are
separated by two ancl a half
miles) with phenomenal preci-
sion. To achieve its goal, IIGO
must cletect rnovements as small
as one thousanclth the cliameter
of a proton, which is the nucle-
us of a hydrogen atom.
Achieving this sensitivity
recprires a remarkable combi-
nation of technological innova-
tions in vacuum technology,
precision lasers, ancl advanced
optical and mechanical systems.

LIGO's interferometers
are the worlclos largest precision
optical instrurnents. As such,
they will be housed in one of
the world's largest vacuum sys-
tems, with a volume of nearly
300,000 cubic feet. The beam
tubes and associated chambers
must be evacuatecl to a pres-
sure of only one-trillionth of an
atmosphereo so that the laser
bearns can travel in a clear
path, with a minimum of scat-
tering due to stray gases. To do
this, LIGO scientists and engi-
neers have worked with indus-

try to produce steel with a very
low dissolved hydrogen content,

The LIGO laser light will
come from high-power, solid-
state lasers that must be so

well regulated that, over one-
hundretlth of a second, the fre-
quency will vary by less than a

few millionths of a cycle. This
severe requirement will make
the LIGO detectors among the
most precise test beds available
for lasen stahilization ancl will
attract significant laser devel-
opment activity worldwicle.

The suspended mirrors
must be so well shielded frorn
vibration that the random
motion of the atoms within the
mirrors and suspension fibers
can be detected. The high-pre-
cision, vibration-isolation sys-
tems needecl to achieve this are
very closely related to equip-
ment used for the masking and
etching of circuitry on silicon in
semiconductor manufacturing.

More than 30 different
control systems are required to
hold all the lasers and mirrors
in proper alignment and posi-
tion, to within a tiny fraction
of a wavelength over the four-
kilometer lengths of lioth arhrs
of the interferometers. These
control systems mnst be moni-
tored continuously and able to
function without human inter-
vention. Sophisticated simula-
tion software and state-of-the-
art electronics designs are being
cleveloped to perform these
tasks.
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LIGOI A HEtr UVrtY TO
EXFLORE THE UII]VENSE
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